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Gifted children are able to learn in a more advanced way than others, probably due to neurophysiological differences in the 
communication efficiency in neural pathways. Topological features contribute to understanding the correlation between the 
brain structure and intelligence. Despite decades of neuroscience research using MRI, methods based on brain region connec-
tivity patterns are limited by MRI artifacts, which therefore leads to revisiting MRI morphometric features, with the aim of us-
ing them to directly identify gifted children instead of using brain connectivity. However, the small, high-dimensional mor-
phometric feature dataset with outliers makes the task of finding good classification models challenging. To this end, a hybrid 
method is proposed that combines tensor completion and feature selection methods to handle outliers and then select the dis-
criminative features. The proposed method can achieve a classification accuracy of 93.1%, higher than other existing algo-
rithms, which is thus suitable for the small MRI datasets with outliers in supervised classification scenarios. 
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1  Introduction 

Intelligence can be defined as the ability to perceive, com-
prehend and infer information within a context. Gifted indi-
viduals are those with outstanding cognitive abilities and 
creativity and are said to possess giftedness [1]. They not 
only have a higher intellectual ability, but also learn faster 
than the average individual in a quantitatively different way, 
presumably due to neurophysiological differences [2]. The 
neurological differences mean that gifted individuals may 
experience different neural development trajectories than 
neurotypical individuals during their childhood, leading to 
greater inter-connectivity between neural pathways [3]. 

To map the network of anatomically connected regions in 
an individual human brain, several tools for magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) were developed during decades of 
neuroscience research, which provided the opportunity to 
identify gifted children more qualitatively from the perspec-
tive of neural network connectivity instead of simply using 
intelligence quotient (IQ) test scales for quantitative testing. 
There are two approaches that can test anatomical connec-
tivity: tractography extracted from diffusion-weighted im-
aging (DWI) [4–6] and morphology patterns calculated 
from structural covariance network (SCN) [7–9]. 

Diffusion-weighted tractography can visually reconstruct 
the trajectory of white matter by tracking the main diffusion 
directions of water molecules. However, these are disturbed 
by head movements [10] and the method generates a large 
number of false-positive connections [11]. 



  

 

Structural covariance analysis can construct whole-brain 
networks in two steps. Firstly, for each brain region in mul-
ti-model imaging data, one single morphometric feature is 
measured. After that, the covariance between each region is 
estimated, resulting in a single SCN [12, 13]. However, the 
performance of this method heavily depends on the size of 
the collected MRI data [14]. 

Due to the artifacts in the MRI acquisition process and 
the small size of available samples in the dataset, these two 
methods are still insufficient to establish the human cortical 
connectivity network, which is not suitable for small MRI 
dataset classification. 

Thus, we turn our attention to the MRI data itself, and use 
the morphometric features instead of the brain cortical con-
nectivity to identify gifted children. 

On the one hand, due to the limitations of the MRI acqui-
sition device or the scan parameters, the MRI artifact may 
affect the morphometric feature extraction, resulting in out-
liers which hinder the performance improvement of the 
classification model. Recently, research in tensor comple-
tion (TC), which is a higher-order extension of matrix com-
pletion, has achieved a consistent performance in a variety 
of real-world applications [15–18]. Given a tensor with in-
complete entries, tensor completion methods such as Recent 
Low-Rank based Tensor Completion (LRTC) [19] and Sim-
ultaneous Tensor Decomposition and Completion (STDC) 
[20] use low-rank factorization to model the available data 
entries, which are then used for completion to recover the 
missing values [21–23]. TC methods have already been 
used in electroencephalography (EEG) to recover missing 
samples, showing better performances than other simple 
imputation methods [24, 25]. 

On the other hand, in machine learning scenarios, typi-
cally an enormous number of samples is required to ensure 
that there are enough samples to learn the rules of a 
high-dimensional space. The gifted children MRI dataset in 
this paper contains 2156 features (7 morphometric features 
with 308 brain regions), which only consists of 29 samples. 
It is quite difficult to train classification models using such 
small, high-dimensional datasets. Feature selection methods, 
such as Principal Components Analysis (PCA) [26] and 
F-score [27] can reduce the feature dimension, which will 
be applied to enhance the classification models [28–30]. 

To address these two problems, here a hybrid method is 
proposed to select morphometric features and brain regions 
from the gifted children MRI dataset. Firstly, with a brain 
parcellation template, the morphometric feature matrix for 
each sample is extracted. Then, outlier masks for both the 
gifted and control groups are generated. These two group 
outlier masks and their morphometric features matrices are 
used as the input of the STDC algorithm. The whole outlier 
completed dataset is then split into a training set and a vali-
dation set. F-score rank algorithm, the proposed feature se-
lection method, is then applied on the training set to obtain 
the features mask, which is applied on both the training and 

validation sets. Multiple machine learning techniques are 
then used to carry out the classification. 

With this hybrid method, the well-trained classification 
models can achieve a 93.1% accuracy. Hence, the proposed 
method can be a good alternative to identify morphometric 
features and brain regions related to giftedness and can be 
applied to other small, high-dimensional datasets. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: details on 
the tensor completion method, the feature selection method 
and the experiment settings will be outlined in Section 2. 
Results on various feature selection methods and features of 
the giftedness will be discussed in Section 3. Finally, a con-
clusion will be drawn in Section 4. 

2  Materials and methods 

2.1  Gifted-children MRI dataset 

The gifted children MRI dataset [12] used in this paper con-
sists of 29 healthy right-handed male subjects with no his-
tory of neurological disorders. Table 1 shows the dataset 
details. The groups were not significantly different in terms 
of age. These gifted children not only have a superior IQ, 
but can also achieve a high performance in various types of 
tasks, such as spatial, numerical, verbal reasoning, abstract-
ing reasoning, and memory tasks [31]. 

With the same scanning procedures and parameters used 
in [12], all participants were examined on a 3T MRI scanner 
(Magnetom Trio Tim, Siemens Medical Systems). The raw 
(anonymised) MRI dataset are available in the Open-Neuro 
repository (https://openneuro.org/datasets/ds001988). 

Table 1  Class Membership Information of Gifted Children Dataset 

Group Control Group (CG) Gifted Group (GG) 

Subject Count 14 15 

Average Age 12.53 12.03 

Average IQ 122.71 148.80 

2.2  Brain region atlas and morphometric features 

Each individual brain was parcellated into 308 cortical re-
gions. The parcellation atlas was constructed based on the 
Desikan-Killiany atlas (68 cortical regions). Each region 
defined in the Desikan-Killiany atlas was sub-parcellated 
into spatially contiguous regions by the backtracking algo-
rithm [32] in FreeSurfer, so that the final parcels could be 
constrained by the original anatomical boundaries. All re-
gions in the new parcellation were approximately equal in 
size (500 mm2). 

The original feature matrix for each sample consists of 7 
morphometric features measured at each of the 308 brain 
regions. For each brain region, surface and volume-based 
morphometric features were estimated. Figure 1 shows the 



   

 

morphometric features (grey matter volume, cortical thick-
ness, surface area, intrinsic curvature, mean curvature, cur-
vature index, and folding index). 
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Figure 1  The pipeline for morphometric feature extraction. Each brain 
was parcellated into 308 regions. Volume and surface parcellation tem-
plates were used. All MRI data were mapped to the same cortical parcella-
tion templates to produce a 7 × 308 feature matrix for each subject. 

2.3  Outlier detection method 

The raw morphometric feature matrix contains outliers due 
to the acquisition procedure and the applied pre-processing. 
The interquartile range (IQR) method based on box plots 
was used to detect outliers, as shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2  The minimum, maximum and median in the box plot corre-
spond to the min, max and median values in the dataset, respectively. 1Q  
and 3Q  are the first and third quartile of the dataset, respectively. 

The difference between 1Q  and 3Q  is called the IQR : 
 3 1IQR Q Q   (1) 

The decision boundary is set to 1.5 times the IQR. Any 
morphometric feature value which is smaller than the lower 
boundary (LB) or larger than the upper boundary (UB) 
should be considered as an outlier. 
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2.4  Outlier completion method: STDC 

Tensor representation has been widely studied for multiple 
scenarios where only a subset of entries is missing. Consid-
ering an thn  tensor  , the Canonical-Polyadic (CP) ten-
sor decomposition [33] can be described as follows: 
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where ( )k
ru  is the decomposed factor along the thk  mode, 

which can be referred to as the thk  mode factor. 
Given an thn  order tensor 1 2

0
nI I I    and a subset 

of missing entries  , the tensor completion methods try to 
find a tensor   with its components 1, , , nV V , such 
that 0  and   have the same observed entries, which 
can be described as follows: 

 1 0( ) ( )T T
n and         V V  (4) 

where   is an thn  order tensor of the same size as 0 , 
and each kV  denote a k kI I  matrix. If   is a low-rank 
tensor, then the core tensor   is of low rank, or 1, , nV V  
are a set of low-rank matrices. Such a low-rank property is 
usually regarded as a global prior in tensor completion. 

To find the proper 1, , , ,  nV V , the STDC method 
defines an augmented Lagrange function as follows: 
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The STDC [20] method estimates the decomposed latent 
factors using partially observed data. It is possible to com-
pute the missing entries from the estimated latent factors. 
The factor prior, or regularization, is often applied on de-
composed components based on low-rank structure [19] in 
the STDC framework. Patterns can then be obtained in 
la-tent matrices, yielding the minimum number of rank-one 
tensors. The STDC [20] can be described as follows: 

Algorithm 1. STDC 
Input:  an incomplete tensor 1 2

0
nI I I    

the parameters 1, , , , ,n      
1) Initialize 1, , , , ,   nV V  by 
 kV : identify matrix 
 ,  : 0  
  : a tensor with all zero elements 
2) Let 1t   and 1   
3) Do 
 For 1t   to n  
 Optimize , ,k  V  
 Update 1( )t T T

n         V V  
     1 , [1.1,1.2]t t      
     1t t   
 While 

2 24
1 010T T

n FF

      V V  
Output: the submanifolds 1, , nV V  
     the core tensor   
  the complete tensor   
The raw morphometric feature matrix is treated as the 

incomplete thn  tensor 0 . For both gifted and control 
groups, their outlier mask matrix is treated as matrix kV . 



  

 

2.5  Feature selection methods 

After tensor completion, the outliers in the feature matrix 
for both the gifted and control groups will be completed. 
After splitting the dataset into training sets and validation 
sets, several feature selection methods, as well as the pro-
posed F-score rank method, are applied only on the training 
sets to explore which morphometric features and brain re-
gions can achieve a better performance on gifted children 
identification. A features mask is then generated to indicate 
the selected morphometric features and brain region indices. 
(1)  NONE feature selection 

For each subject, a feature matrix is defined, which con-
tains 7 morphometric features of 308 brain regions. For 
each feature matrix, a one-dimensional feature vector can be 
generated through vectorization. In this case, all the features 
in the raw feature matrix are used and are put into the clas-
sification models. In this paper, this is called the NONE 
feature selection method. 
(2)  VON feature selection 

The von Economo atlas [34] subdivides the cortex into 
five different categories, according to the laminar structure 
of the brain cortex and its corresponding functional cortical 
specializations. Regions located in the primary motor cortex 
are classified as type 1. Association cortices are referred to 
as types 2 and 3, while secondary and primary sensory areas 
are type 4 and type 5, respectively. 

For type 2 and type 3 brain cortex regions, there are sig-
nificant differences in the neurobiological substrate of ver-
satility between the gifted and control groups in terms of the 
cortical thickness (CT) morphometric features [12]. Thus, it 
is reasonable to select those types of brain regions as fea-
tures for the classification system.  

In this case, all 7 morphometric features from these cor-
responding types 2 and 3 brain regions are treated as fea-
tures, and in this paper, this is called the VON feature selec-
tion method. 
(3)  F-score feature selection 

Given the training vectors , 1, ,kx k m , the size of the 
gifted group p  and the size of the control group q , the 
F-score [27] of the thi  feature can be defined as: 
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where , ,p q
i i ix x x  are the average of the whole, gifted and 

control groups for the thi  feature, respectively, and 

, ,,p q
k i k ix x  are the thi  feature of the thk  subject for each 

group. 
The numerator indicates the discrimination between the 

gifted and control sets, and the denominator indicates the 
dispersion within each of the two sets. 

In this case, a threshold is set to select the top highest 
features from the morphometric features and brain regions. 
In this paper, this method will be referred to as the F-score 
(FS) feature selection method. 
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Figure 3  The pipeline of the proposed F-score rank method. Notice that all the feature selection methods are only applied on the training set. The range of 
the F-score value in the F-score matrix is expressed in different colours (from red to purple). After sorting the F-score value of each row in descending order, 
only the first column is selected, which is the maximum F-score value with different morphometric feature indexes for each brain region. In this figure, the 
top 3 morphometric features (red, orange and brown blocks) with their corresponding brain regions are selected after counting the number of brain regions 
for each morphometric feature. Thus, the brain regions are mutually exclusive for each selected morphometric feature in the final features mask. 



   

 

(4)  F-score rank feature selection 
For the original F-score algorithm, the input will be a 

one-dimensional feature vector in which the morphometric 
features and brain regions are feature candidates which are 
all treated as independent items. However, the functions 
performed by adjacent brain regions may be similar, and the 
correlation between morphometric features and brain re-
gions may be discarded by this method. Thus, to obtain 
more interpretable features and to further reduce the number 
of features, here the F-score rank feature selection method is 
proposed, which can cluster brain regions according to their 
correlation with morphometric features. 

Figure 3 shows the pipeline of the proposed F-score rank 
feature selection method. Firstly, the F-score value of 7 
morphometric features for each brain region is calculated 
among the training set, yielding a two-dimensional F-score 
matrix. For each region, the F-score values are sorted by 
descending order, where the morphometric feature with the 
highest F-score value should be put in the first column. The 
morphometric feature and brain region indexes correspond-
ing to the highest F-score value are considered to have the 
strongest correlation. Hence, only the first column is picked 
up and the number of brain regions for each group is 
counted. In this step, all 308 brain regions will be catego-
rized into 7 groups (morphometric features). Finally, as with 
the F-score method, a threshold is set to select the morpho-
metric features and brain regions from the statistical results, 
and a feature mask will be generated to define the feature 
index for the classification model input. 

In this case, a subset of both the morphometric features 
and the brain regions are selected by categorizing brain re-
gions into morphometric feature groups. In this paper, this 
method will be referred to as the F-score rank (FSR). 
(5)  Combined feature selection 

Furthermore, the VON and F-score methods were com-
bined to create a joint method. In this case, only type 2 and 
type 3 regions are considered when calculating the F-score 
value for morphometric features. In this paper, this method 
is referred to as the VFS feature selection method. 

For all the feature selection methods, a feature mask will 
be generated, which can indicate the selected feature indices. 
Then, the feature mask is mapped to the training set for 
model training and to the validation set for evaluation. 

2.6  Classification model and cross validation 

Since the gifted MRI dataset only contains 29 subjects, tra-
ditional machine learning classification methods, such as 
the K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) and the support vector ma-
chine (SVM), are considered in this paper instead of using 
deep learning network (DNN) methods. 

Considering the size of the dataset, it is hard to execute 
k-fold validation. Thus, we applied the Leave-One-Out 
(LOO) cross validation, where the number of folds equals 
the number of instances in the dataset. 

2.7  Evaluation metric 

The accuracy (ACC) was calculated, which measures the 
proportion of correctly classified subjects for each group, to 
evaluate the performance of outlier completion methods and 
feature selection methods. 

The proposed hybrid method for selecting discriminative 
features is evaluated in three steps. In the first step, the per-
formance on outlier detection and completion is evaluated. 
The performance of the classification models before and 
after the outlier completion was tested without using any 
feature selection methods. In the second step, the classifica-
tion performance of the several feature selection methods 
mentioned in this paper was evaluated. Furthermore, these 
feature selection methods were tested on both the original 
feature matrix and the completed feature matrix. In the last 
step, the number of selected features in the F-score rank 
method and the most discriminative features are discussed. 

2.8  Hyperparameters and experimental settings 

The number of features is the most important hyperparame-
ter for each feature selection method. For the NONE feature 
selection method, all feature candidates are used for classi-
fication, so therefore the number of features is 7 × 308. The 
VON method only selected brain regions of type 2 (113 
regions) and type 3 (71 regions). Based on the experimental 
results, the F-score method can achieve the best perfor-
mance when the number of features is set to 200. For the 
F-score rank method, however, the maximum number of 
features is 308, when all morphometric features are selected. 
Choosing the top 3 morphometric features and brain regions 
within their categories can achieve the best performance, 
according to the experimental results. 

For all the experiments reported in this paper, a Linux 
server running Ubuntu 16.04 was used. The server contains 
one Intel Core i7-6700 processor running at 2.6 GHz. 
 

In summary, Figure 4 shows the whole pipeline for se-
lecting discriminative features with our hybrid method.  

Firstly, with the help of brain region parcellation, the 
morphometric features are estimated to form the original 
feature matrix, which contains many outliers. Using the IQR 
method, an outlier mask will be generated to indicate the 
missing parts for the tensor completion method. Both the 
original feature matrix and its outlier mask will be used as 
the input of the tensor completion method. Then, the outlier 
completed matrix will be split into a training and a valida-
tion set, and feature selection methods will be executed 
during the LOO cross-validation. The selected feature indi-
ces will be mapped to the training set and the validation set, 
respectively. Finally, the training set feature vector will be 
used for training purposes and the validation set feature 
vector (only in one instance) will be used for evaluation 
purposes. 
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Figure 4  The pipeline of the proposed hybrid method for gifted children identification. The original MRI data is parcellated using a brain atlas, and mor-
phometric features for each brain region are estimated, yielding the original feature matrix. The black blocks in the outlier mask indicate the missing parts 
detected by the IQR method. With the help of STDC, the completed values are represented by the grey blocks in the outlier completed feature matrix. Before 
applying the feature selection, the whole feature matrix is split into a training and a validation set. The blocks with a bold border in the feature mask are the 
selected feature indices, which can map to both the training and the validation sets for further classification. 

3  Results and discussion 

3.1  Outlier detection and completion 

(1)  Outlier detection results 
The results for outlier detection using IQR methods are 
presented in Figure 5 (for each morphometric feature) and 
Figure 6.  

Figure 5 shows the number of outliers for each morpho-
metric feature. The last three features have many more out-
liers than the first four features, which may be caused by the 
feature estimating method itself. Despite only 4% of the 
data being outliers, these still have a huge impact on the 
accuracy of the classification. 
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Figure 5  The number of outliers for 7 morphometric features in the gift-
ed and control groups. The last three features have the most outliers. 



   

 

The number of outliers for each subject was counted, as 
shown in Figure 6. It can be observed that the 7th subject in 
the gifted group (GG) and the 14th subject in the control 
group (CG) have the most outliers among all the subjects, 
which could make it hard for the classification model to 
correctly identify these two samples. In addition, all the 
subjects have outliers, which indicates that it is necessary to 
detect and fill them properly. 
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Figure 6  The number of outliers for each subject in the gifted and control 
groups. All subjects have more or less outliers. 

(2)  Outlier completion with STDC 
After handling the outliers, another outlier detection was 

conducted to evaluate the performance of the STDC method 
on outlier elimination, as presented in Figure 7. 

In this step, the STDC was iteratively applied 3 times on 
the STDC output completed matrix. For each epoch, the 
previous completed matrix and its outlier mask served as 
the new input for the STDC method. 
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Figure 7  The number of outliers for 7 morphometric features after itera-
tively applying the STDC method 3 times. Compared with Figure 5, the 
number of outliers significantly decreases. 

Compared with Figure 5, Figure 7 shows that the number 
of outliers is significantly decreased with the STDC method. 
This superior performance of the method can be seen as the 
number of outliers is dropped by an average of 3 times. 

Moreover, the classification performance on the com-
pleted feature matrix was tested using the median value 
filling method, LRTC, and STDC by SVM and KNN. 

The ACC results in Table 2 show that, after handling the 
outliers properly, the model can achieve a higher accuracy. 
It can be seen that the tensor completion algorithms such as 
LRTC and STDC are more suitable to handle the outliers. 

Table 2  ACC for outlier completion methods with SVM and KNN. No-
tice that feature selection methods are not involved in this phase. 

Outlier Completion Method SVM KNN 

Fill Median Value 0.502 0.622 

LRTC 0.766 0.787 

STDC 0.793 0.852 

3.2  Feature selection method performances 
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Figure 8  ACC for feature selection methods applied to the original mor-
phometric feature matrix (black bar) and to the completed morphometric 
feature matrix (red bar), with SVM (a) and KNN (b). 

In this step, all the previously mentioned feature selection 
methods and our proposed F-score rank method were evalu-
ated. These methods were also applied on the original mor-
phometric feature matrix to remove the impact of STDC 
and thus depict a clearer evaluation of the methods. 



  

 

Figure 8 shows the accuracy of SVM and KNN for each 
feature selection method applied to the original feature ma-
trix and to the outlier completed feature matrix. 

With the help of STDC, the outlier completed feature 
matrix can achieve a higher ACC than the original feature 
matrix, which indicates the outlier completion is also crucial 
for subsequent feature selection. 

For all of feature selection methods, the proposed F-score 
rank method achieved the highest accuracy (93%) even 
without the STDC method being applied (86%). 

To investigate the contributions of tensor completion and 
feature selection to the classification accuracy, experiments 
were run under three different scenarios: original feature 
matrix without feature selection methods; outlier completed 
feature matrix without feature selection methods; original 
feature matrix with the F-score rank method. 
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Figure 9  The accuracy of SVM (black) and KNN (red) under the differ-
ent scenarios. The leftmost columns are the baseline, the middle columns 
are used to check the impact of the STDC, and the rightmost columns are 
used to evaluate the influence of the F-score rank method. 

It can be observed that compared with using both STDC 
and F-score rank in Figure 8, using only one of these meth-
ods will result in a decrease in accuracy (as seen in Figure 
9). In addition, compared with the baseline, the F-score rank 
feature selection method can achieve a slightly better accu-
racy than tensor completion, as shown in Figure 9. Thus, it 
is necessary to use both methods when facing a small da-
taset with outliers. 

3.3  The discriminative features and brain regions 

After outlier completion, the F-score rank method is applied 
on the completed feature matrix. During this phase, the sta-
tistical result vector (Figure 3) was collected, and the dis-
tribution of the number of brain regions among morphomet-
ric features (Figure 10) and the von Economo atlas (Figure 
11) was examined. 

Among these morphometric features, Surface Area, Cor-
tical Thickness and Gray Matter Volume are the most dis-
criminatory. The number of regions that belong to these 
three features account for 80% of all features. 
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Figure 10  Distribution of the number of brain regions for the training set 
among 7 morphometric features during the execution of the F-score rank 
method, which indicates that GM, SA and CT are most discriminative 
features. 

Having selected the SA, CT and GM morphometric fea-
tures, the distribution of the number of brain regions among 
the von Economo categories was also analysed. It was 
found that for all of the 226 selected brain regions, most of 
them belong to types 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
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Figure 11  The distribution of the number of brain regions for the training 
set among 7 von Economo atlas types after choosing the top 3 most dis-
criminative morphometric features. Regions that belong to types 1, 2, 3 and 
4 are more discriminative than others. 

4  Conclusions 

Due to the uncertainty associated with MRI artifacts and 
heavy acquisition costs, it is not easy to identify gifted chil-
dren from small, high-dimensional MRI datasets.  

In this paper, a hybrid method was proposed to identify 
gifted children. The novelty of the proposed method is that 
all the morphometric features and brain regions are explored 
in depth. The experimental results suggest that the combina-
tion of both methods can achieve a better performance than 
using only one method. Additionally, this hybrid method 
can be easily expanded to other similar scenarios. 
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